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Chapter One Gage was living the good life. When he saved princess Elli from a terrible dragon three months ago, Gage became a national hero. Sean, who helped Gage save Elli, was also recognized. They and Elli were now living in a cozy mansion pretty close to the king’s castle. However, that was about to change. Do you remember Lord Brian, who stole Elli away from her castle in the first place? Well, he was enraged to hear that Elli had escaped without him knowing. He vowed to kill Gage. ‘But that’s impossible!’ you say. ‘Gage is immortal!’ Well, that is correct. But Brian was also immortal. And two immortals can kill each other… Anyway, Lord Brian was making preparations. His castle, already amazing, was now even better. It now had sheer walls of solid ice 38 feet thick and 500 feet high surrounding the whole castle. Right after the ice wall was a moat of lava, just like the one surrounding Elli’s tower. By the time one made it through the moat, he would be killed by Lord Brian’s



archers. Lord Brian was also stocking up on supplies, i.e. swords, ammunition, bows, arrows, food, etc. Brian was a total nerd, just like Sean. But he was good at creating artificial intelligence instead of physics. So, Brian started building robots to fight for him. 80% of them were infantry, 10% were pilots, 5% were commandos, and 5% were Brian’s elite soldiers. The last were the most intelligent. Brian called his army the “die Roboterkraft”, which means “the robotic force” in German. Also, Lord Brian made the commandos put signs on every door in Elli’s kingdom during the night. The signs read:



Beware An evil force is making its way Through the darkness to your town And if you dare to resist our attack Your bodies will never be found Mwa ha ha ha ha! “Good heavens! Lord Brian! How did he put these signs up without us noticing?!” shouted the crowd in the city square.



“He has his ways! Stop worrying about it!” somebody shouted. This was a very wrong thing to say. “Not worry about it?!” “The guy’s insane!” “Get the mental asylum!” “We’ll have him hanged!” “No, quartered first then hanged!” “He’s partially right! Lord Brian has his ways!” someone said. Everybody looked at the person who had said that. They even stopped dragging the other guy to prison. Then chaos broke out again. “Let’s hang him too!” The crowd shouted. “Silence!” someone shouted at the top of the castle above the crowd. Every face turned to look at him. It was the King. “Unhand them both,” he commanded. The crowd, which had been strangling the two “weird” people, immediately released them. “They are both right, and so are you. Lord Brian does have his ways, yes. However, you should be worrying, but not too much. That is my job. Now go on about your daily business or I will lock you in the dungeon for a day.” And then he left.



The crowd stared in silence for a while. Then, a person shouted, “Eggs! Eggs for sale! 99‡ per dozen!” And then, like somebody had turned a switch, every body began to sell their goods, buy some goods, and do their business again. Meanwhile, at Gage and Elli and Sean’s house, they were still discussing about how to attack Lord Brian. “I still think we should just prepare our defenses and simply wait for him to attack first. I mean, why do you think he updated his defenses? He thinks that you will go and try to attack. But if we just stay here, he will be forced to either not fight or come over here and fight. That would leave his defenses down.” “But what if he knows this? What if he expects us to just wait? Then, he’ll just wait too, until our patience cracks and go to fight. If we go now, his defenses will be weaker because he isn’t expecting us for another few weeks.” As you can see, this went on for quite a long while. In the end, it was decided to wait for 4 weeks. If Lord Brian didn’t attack, then they’d go attack Lord Brian. Little did they know that a mouse in the attic had heard every word they said.



Chapter Two A sentry was the first to see the infantry before he was killed the next instant. He managed a shout before he moved to Hades, and his friends who were also on sentry heard him. They then ducked as an immediate reaction. This saved them from the poor sentry’s fate, for arrows whizzed right past them the next 3 yocto-seconds (3 x 10-24 seconds) after they ducked down. When they realized what was happening, the sentries blew the horn that alerted the townsfolk. Then they grabbed cornets and played the code for “take cover!” The townsfolk immediately did so, and by the time Lord Brian’s army was in catapult range, the town was completely sheltered underground. When Lord Brian’s infantry finally did arrive at catapult range, their archers were already firing at an amazing speed. In the distance, one could see airplanes, airships, hot air balloons, ornithopters, and just about every other aerocraft known to man. In the rivers leading to the capital of Elli’s kingdom, thousands upon hundreds of diverse hyper-hydrocraft and hypo-hydrocraft were swimming toward the town.



Sean, Gage and Elli stared in amazement. Then Gage had the sense to run down from the city walls and to the city gates. He ordered them opened slightly. When the gate operators did so, Sean and Gage squeezed through the opening and onto the battlefield. The fighting was intense. Lord Brian’s robots had the intelligence of just about every soldier. Thankfully, Gage and Sean had an average IQ of 125, which allowed them to beat the robots easily. Still, they were very injured by the time nightfall came. Gage took an arrow in the left foot, and Sean’s right arm was rendering useless for the next 6 hours. The next day, the robots surprisingly did not attack. They just stayed out of arrow range and rested. This allowed time for Sean to go out and into the city. He just got onto a main road when he noticed that every adolescent female was bunching up in groups whenever he walked past. And if he looked at them, they giggled their heads off. Sean blushed. He went into a store selling swords and browsed around. There were many nice and beautiful swords, but Sean like his own sword better. Besides, he couldn’t afford a new one. Then he heard the whispers. They were very quiet, but he still heard them. He turned around and saw that the group of the girls that were giggling at him. They pushed two of them forward.



“W-we’d like t-to give y-you th-this sword,” one of them said nervously. “Yes, we feel that you need a better sword than your aluminum one,” the more emotionally stable girl said. “So we bought you a poly-carbonate sword mixed with Tellurium and Cobalt infused with Steel,” the other girl said, now more stable, too.



While he walked out of the shop, he saw the girls giggling and pointing at him again. They were everywhere as he walked back home. When he got home, he saw a tree that wasn’t there before. He walked up to it, and saw a note pinned to a leaf. It said, “My name is Bridget. Mormons rule! And so does Harry Potter. Always, remember the squirrels!”



Sean was speech-less. A sword made of a polycarbonate mixed with Tellurium and Cobalt infused with Steel? That was stronger and sharper than Goldium Tetroxide!!! It was stronger and sharper than a Damascus sword! It could slice a newspaper in half that was 2 inches thick while it was falling to the ground!



Sean stared at the note in complete bewilderment. Mormons? he thought. What the heck were Mormons? And who was Harry Potter? What is so important about squirrels? He then bent down to see if there were more notes.



“Well, thanks! How can I ever repay you?” Sean said in his most suave voice that he could manage. “You don’t have to, Sean. It’s a g-gift,” said the other girl, now blushing profusely. “Why, thank you! And who do I have to thank?” Sean said in the same suave voice. “My n-name’s Kathryn, and th-this is Alyssa,” the less stable girl stammered. Then both of the girls squealed the way teenage girls do and tore out of the sword shop. Their friends followed, also squealing and giggling. Sean grinned. He couldn’t help it. The females were attracted to him like a runaway asteroid to Jupiter. It gave him a good feeling.



As he bent down, Sean heard something whiz right over him, then crash into the tree. At the exact same time, he heard fighting noises coming from Gage’s house.



That action saved him his life.



Sean turned around immediately, and ducked as another throwing axe flew past him. Then he looked at his assassin. It was one of Lord Brian’s commandos. No wonder he hadn’t heard it. Sean then charged after the commando. It faltered, sensing Sean coming toward it. That second let Sean chop off its head, skewer its body, and throw the whole mess into the trees. His new sword helped a lot. “Normal day, I guess” Sean muttered.



Chapter Three After his ordeal with the robot, Sean rushed to where he heard the fighting noises. Once he got to the scene, he wished he hadn’t come. Exactly 44.9 elite Roboterkraft were charging the defenses of Gage’s house. The 0.9 robot was missing its head. Sean rushed to Gage and Elli, who were standing and firing the slingshots that cut off one robot’s head. However, the robots were finding other ways to get around the defenses. “Gage! Distract them and I’ll release the trigger!” Sean shouted over the slingshot’s din. “What bloody trigger are you speaking of?!” Gage shouted back. Sean didn’t bother to reply. He rushed through the house, moving at breakneck speed, until he reached the control room in 3.5 seconds. The control room had switches and dials that were all analog. Each one of them preformed a different task. No one



but Sean and Elli knew of the control room. This made Sean grin as he pushed one switch. Immediately, he heard the wall that the robots were besieging collapse with a rumble and a tumble. Sean rushed back to the scene. Gage and Elli were staring at what just seconds ago had been a lawn swarming with robots. Now, it was filled with the remains of the robots. It made all of them almost sick. Robots with legs here and heads there, robots on fire, etc. “Heilige Kuh!” Elli muttered under her breath. “Heilige Kuh zwei!” Gage muttered under his breath. “Now, now, cows aren’t that holy, guys,” Sean said as he walked toward Gage and Elli. “Now, chickens are holy. But not cows.” “Never mind random farm animals, Sean! Look at this! How long did it take you to rig this? I mean, look! You had gasoline that was ignited by a match! You had mini-bombs that exploded so that the wall collapsed but not the terrace!” Gage said. “Well, it took a day. 24 hours.” Sean replied, grinning. “24 HOURS!!!!???? YOU ACT AS IF THIS WERE NOTHING!!!” Gage screeched.



“Gage, Gage, calm down. I’m sure that Sean can manage to rig a wall to collapse in just 24 hours, just like you can defeat a full-grown troll and I can make bombs with controlled explosions,” Elli said in a soothing tone. Immediately, Gage calmed down. “Well, I think that the robots are beginning to attack again,” Sean said. “I can hear activity at the walls.” “I’m coming.”



Chapter Four Like last time, the fighting was intense. The robots were vicious, armed with throwing axes, swords, spears, and any other weapon that mankind invented before gunpowder guns. The aerocraft just made thing worse. Gage, Sean, and the rest of Elli’s army had to shield themselves form above as well as from the infantry. The catapults launched heavy projectiles at them at high velocities. Thank goodness, the bulk of the army were Elves from a neighboring kingdom. They were agile, and could jump 15 times their height. They dodged the catapults, skirted the enemy, and destroyed without mercy. Gage and Sean had a tiny bit of Elven blood in them, so they fared well, too. Elli’s army also had some weapons of their own. In addition to everything that Lord Brian’s infantry had, Elli’s army had rubber band guns and water balloon cannons. As the robots are made of metal, the water balloons took a heavy toll. The rubber bands guns knocked off microphones and cameras, leaving the robots either deaf or blind, and sometimes both. Elli’s army also had a revolutionary weapon of Elven design called the Schrotflinte. It was about the size of a rifle. It gathered nitrogen from one end. The nitrogen goes through a filter that separates the nitrogen into helium and oxygen. Then, the helium and oxygen are forced together. As helium does not



like bonding and oxygen is very reactive, and explosion occurs. This explosion sends invisible energy shooting down the barrel and crashing into anything in its path.



surviving with no negative aftermath. He was treated to the best of the nurse’s ability and then taken to the real hospital in the town where professional doctors treated him.



The Elves were using these weapons. Robot after robot simply disintegrated as the energy ripped through them. Gage and Sean stuck to swords and shields. Sean’s ordeal was noticeably harder than Gage’s.



Gage was immediately run over by robots that saw him fall. Thankfully, his Elven sword cut most of them down and the nearby Elves’ weapons did the rest.



From the start of the battle, Sean had bad luck. The first robot he met destroyed his shield before Sean could even react. Sean got revenge, of course, but Sean was handicapped from the start of the battle. This led to him being cut down with a well-aimed throwing axe. Meanwhile, Gage was decimating one robot after another. His sword was infused with a little Elven magic, so he had an unfair advantage. Anyhow, he still got injured. He was riding his Gewehr when one of the Elves’ Schrotflintes exploded. The gunner was destroyed immediately. Shrapnel flew and hit Gage in the chest. Luckily, his armor did its job, but Gage was knocked off his Gewehr. Sean, at the same time, was carried off the battlefield by an Elf named Elcen. Elcen was a fine example of his species. Rather short, albeit with sharp senses, Elcen carried an injured Sean and took him to a field hospital. There, Elcen dumped Sean and rejoined the battle. Sean was in a bad way. His chest was split open. Amazingly, he was still conscious and had a 30% chance of



Gage then left the battle and went to look for his injured friend. He found him in the hospital. They talked for a long while. Little did he know that he would never set eyes on that happy face again.



Chapter Five Sean and Gage talked long into the night. It was 1:00 a.m. before Gage finally left. This left Sean alone in his bed with bandages all around his chest. Sean thought of the girls- Kathryn and Alyssa- that he met the day before. He kind of liked them. It made him laugh the way they stammered. Suddenly, his sixth sense went on high alert. He sensed someone in his room. Sean sat up. He saw nothing. His heart was pumping blood at three times its normal rate. Adrenalin was coursing through his body like a whirlwind. Then Sean saw 2 figures. He only saw them for a brief moment, for he was immediately blindfolded and gagged. Then, he felt excruciating pain. After 2 seconds, Sean knew no more. ***** Kathryn and Alyssa took Sean’s body and threw it out the window. Then, they wiped out all the evidence that they had killed Sean using a magic knife that could kill immortals. Their plan had worked wonderfully. Now if they could only escape without detection.



Meanwhile, Gage had forgotten to tell his friend something. He turned back, and headed once more for Sean’s room. He was about to turn the doorknob when 2 girls came tiptoeing out. Gage and the girls faltered for a moment. Then, the girls charged Gage with a knife in their hands. Gage was astounded. He expected that the girls had given Sean some presents. So, he just got out his sword in time to block Kathryn’s knife. Now fully understanding what had happened in the room, Gage went into fury mode. He destroyed Kathryn in one sweep of his sword, then charged Alyssa. Alyssa panicked and tried to run. But no one escaped Gage once he put his mind to destroying him or her. In less than 3 seconds, the scene was over, and Sean’s assassins were dead. Gage stepped out of the hospital with no emotion. He understood what had happened. He understood that his friend was gone and would never come back. His trick was to not pay too much attention on it, so grief would not take hold of him and affect his fighting abilities. Once Gage went home, he went to bed immediately. Tomorrow would bring another set of interesting events.



Chapter Six The Elves noticed that the robots were beginning to attack again at 4 a.m., so they notified Gage and went to fight. Gage, however, had to do something first. He asked Elli to work on a secret project while he fought. Then, without telling anyone else, he left for the battlefield.



the explosion away from the town, but the townsfolk could still feel the deafening explosion. The entire Roboterkraft force was destroyed. Millions of robots failed immediately, and thousands more failed in the following seconds. In about 3 minutes, Lord Brian’s entire army was gone. There was no trace of them at all. Not even one tiny little screw or computer chip. The war was over in 3 minutes. Gage was astounded.



The robots seemed to be disheartened today. It was easy to destroy a robot with a sword, let alone a Schrotflinte. So, a lot of Lord Brian’s robots were destroyed that day. The same happened the next day and the next. Each day, the balance between robots and human/Elves got closer and closer to half and half until one day, it passed it. Elli’s army now had the advantage of numbers. Meanwhile, Elli’s project was finished. The result was a slightly spherical object with hard casing. She gave it to Gage, who pulled a lever on the thing and catapulted it into the Roboterkraft’s camp at night, when no one was fighting. The effect was instantaneous and devastating. An explosion to rival the hydrogen bomb’s unleashed un-imaginable amounts of energy that day. The bomb directed



Everyone was astounded. “Wow! How did you make such a bomb?” Gage asked Elli. “Well, I just forced helium, neon, argon, krypton, xenon, and radon to combine with oxygen, fluorine, and chlorine.” “And?...” “Well, you saw the result right there,” Elli replied coolly. “I am just amazed at your talent, daughter,” a voice came out of nowhere. Gage and Elli whirled around to see the King and his subjects standing behind them. The King had a happy look on his face. His subjects did, too. “You are?” Elli asked, surprised.



“Yes, I am. We are all simply flabbergasted at your potential genius. The Imperial Academy thinks so, too. They have awarded you a medal for “outstanding use of chemistry under pressure”. Well, here you are!” With that, the King handed Elli her medal and a certificate to her winnings. “Yay!!!!!!” Elli and Gage said after about 3 seconds, due to the fact that they couldn’t find anything else to say. And so, the war was over, and Lord Brian’s force was destroyed. Gage and Elli were happier than ever, and Elli was actually awarded with immortality. This made everybody even happier. Elli used the rest of her winnings (1,200,300¿) to refortify the house’s defenses and the city’s defenses as well. Sean’s body was found and he was buried with all military honors. Everything was settled and normal life began again. But somewhere, everyone knew, Lord Brian was still alive, a lurking evil, waiting to strike.



The End
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